Frontiers in gene therapy for erectile dysfunction.
Complete sequencing of the human genome has made possible a new age of molecular medicine. The utilization of sophisticated genomic technologies has important implications to the understanding, diagnosis and treatment of erectile dysfunction. This report will review one aspect of the impact of the genomic revolution on urology, to wit, the preclinical evidence emerging from several laboratories indicating that gene therapy for erectile dysfunction may well provide the first safe and effective application of gene therapy to the treatment of human smooth muscle disease. The molecular targets explored thus far have concentrated largely on manipulating various aspects of the nitric oxide/guanylate cyclase/cGMP system, although genetic modulation of growth factors, calcium sensitization mechanisms and potassium channel expression have also been explored. Cell-based gene therapy techniques are also being explored. The apparent preclinical success of virtually all of these gene-based strategies reflects the multifactorial nature of erectile disease as well as the numerous regulatory mechanisms available for restoring erectile capacity. While technical hurdles remain with respect to the choice of delivery vectors, molecular target validation and duration of efficacy, 'proof-of-concept' has clearly been documented. The ultimate goal of gene therapy is to provide a safe, effective and specific means for altering intracavernous pressure 'on demand', while simultaneously eliminating the necessity for other forms of therapy, and moreover, without altering resting penile function, or the physiology of other organ systems. It is in these arenas that the groundbreaking potential of gene transfer technology to the treatment of erectile dysfunction will be fully tested. In fact, the potential benefits of the application of gene transfer techniques to this important medical problem is just now beginning to be appreciated/recognized.